Mileage Track

Our industry leading app

Our industry leading app, Mileage Track, accurately records mileage whilst being
easy-to-use and driver friendly.
With no need to connect to a PC, and with the ability to upload fuel receipts by taking a
photo through the device’s camera, logging mileage couldn’t be easier for your drivers.

Standard App Features
Mileage Track includes a range of standard features that make your drivers’ lives easier.
These include:
Tracking your business journeys by GPS
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Ability to manually input business trips
Uploading VAT receipts
Closing off mileage with an end of month odometer reading

New Functionality
The app has developed to include advanced new features which can be added as optional
functionality for your fleet:
Auto Track takes mileage recording to another level by automatically recording journeys
without driver intervention and loading them instantly onto the driver’s TMC account.
Auto Track+ offers the additional benefit of driver behaviour monitoring - the ideal
solution for ensuring the safety and wellbeing of your drivers whilst on the go.
In this document we will outline the features of Auto Track and Auto Track+ and detail how
they can benefit you and your drivers.

Auto Track
Auto Track includes the below functionality:
Trip Auto Tracking
If the device and app is paired with the vehicle via Bluetooth, this will allow automatic
tracking of the driver’s journey.
The journey is detected by the connection of the device and
app to the vehicle’s in-car Bluetooth and movement of the
phone being above human speed.
As this will happen automatically, drivers won’t have to
manually start and stop their trips, leading to fuss-free
mileage logging.

Auto Tracking Settings
Users can set their working days and hours. Bluetooth will then track based on these
specific hours.
This screen can be revisited at any time to amend your
working week, giving drivers the flexibility to ensure their
tracking is tailored to their schedule.

Trip History
Drivers can view their history of trips and how they performed on each journey.
Drivers can also reclassify trips as commutes or private
mileage. Trips marked as private will be removed from
the system.
Multiple trips recorded within a single journey can be
merged prior to submission (e.g. stopping for fuel on
a long trip), ensuring logging your mileage is simple,
clear and straightforward.

Compliance+
The app also links with our Compliance+ service, making it easy and seamless for employees
to upload and complete all of the required occupational road risk and duty of care
documentation.
Using the app, drivers are able to input their own or their nominated driver’s licence details
to initiate a driving licence check, upload their insurance documents, and complete their
vehicle safety checks and risk assessments. MOT details are automatically checked online
with the DVLA.

Auto Track+
Auto Track+ includes all the features of Auto Track, but with the added benefit of driver
behaviour monitoring.
How does it work?
Capturing data from the device’s in-built accelerometer, gyroscope and GPS; we can
report on a driver’s:
Speeding
Acceleration
Braking
Cornering
Phone Interaction (excluding Bluetooth calls)
The app scores each journey and then an average is created from all the individual trips
which can optionally be displayed on the driver’s profile.
Scores are given out of 100 and are colour coded to indicate either ‘excellent’, ‘average’ or
‘could do better’.
You can use this scoring to assess the risk of your fleet
and analyse the behaviours of all your drivers.

We’d love to tell you more about these
new and exciting features, so please get
in touch with us today for more information.
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